Vine copulas (or pair-copula constructions) have become an important tool for highdimensional dependence modeling. Typically, so called simplified vine copula models are estimated where bivariate conditional copulas are approximated by bivariate unconditional copulas. We present the first non-parametric estimator of a non-simplified vine copula that allows for varying conditional copulas using penalized hierarchical B-splines. Throughout the vine copula, we test for the simplifying assumption in each edge, establishing a data-driven non-simplified vine copula estimator. To overcome the curse of dimensionality, we approximate conditional copulas with more than one conditioning argument by a conditional copula with the first principal component as conditioning argument. An extensive simulation study is conducted, showing a substantial improvement in the out-of-sample Kullback-Leibler divergence if the null hypothesis of a simplified vine copula can be rejected. We apply our method to the famous uranium data and present a classification of an eye state data set, demonstrating the potential benefit that can be achieved when conditional copulas are modeled.
Introduction
Simplified vine copulas, or pair-copula constructions, have become a very active field of research over the last decade (Bedford and Cooke (2002) ; ; Kurowicka and Joe (2011) ; Kauermann and Schellhase (2014) ; Brechmann et al. (2012) , Spanhel and Kurz (2015) ). Their popularity stems from their simplicity and flexibility. Simplified vine copula models decompose the complex modeling of a high-dimensional copula into the hierarchical modeling of several bivariate unconditional copulas. These bivariate unconditional copulas are often called pair-copulas and can be chosen arbitrarily. Due to this fact, simplified vine copula models give rise to very flexible multivariate copula models which are often found to be superior to other multivariate copula models (Aas and Berg, 2009; Fischer et al., 2009) . Moreover, if the data generating process (dgp) satisfies the simplifying assumption (Hobaek Haff et al., 2010) , the dgp can actually be represented by a simplified vine copula.
However, in general, a simplified vine copula model is only an approximation of a multivariate copula. That is because bivariate conditional copulas are typically required as building blocks to express an arbitrary copula by a vine copula. A simplified vine copula model then approximates the conditional copulas by bivariate unconditional copulas, see Spanhel and Kurz (2015) for a detailed investigation of such approximations. Depending on the dgp, the goodness of such an approximation can be adequate or insufficient. For theses reasons, the modeling of conditional copulas might improve the modeling of high-dimensional copulas.
The modeling of a conditional copula, without reference to the vine copula framework, has been investigated by several authors. Acar et al. (2011) ; Abegaz et al. (2012) and Vatter and Chavez-Demoulin (2015) , investigate the semi-parametric estimation of a conditional copula. That is, a parametric copula family is specified and its dependence parameter is treated as a non-parametric function of the conditioning argument(s). Gijbels et al. (2011) ; Veraverbeke et al. (2011) ; Gijbels et al. (2012) and Fermanian and Wegkamp (2012) , apply kernel-methods to extract a conditional copula from a conditional distribution function. The literature on estimating conditional copulas within the vine copula framework is less developed. In the three-dimensional case, Acar et al. (2012) propose a local likelihood estimator for a parametric conditional copula with one conditioning argument. Lopez-Paz et al. (2013) utilize a Gaussian process to model the parametric conditional copulas of a higher-dimensional vine copula. The approaches of Acar et al. (2012) and Lopez-Paz et al. (2013) are both semi-parametric and require the choice of a parametric copula family. The selection of the copula family is computationally expensive because one has to fit the conditional copula for each copula family in order to choose the best family. Moreover, it is also possible that the conditional copula can not be well approximated by a parametric copula family with a varying dependence parameter.
The objective of this paper is to construct a non-parametric non-simplified vine copula estimator to improve the approximation of a multivariate distribution. For this purpose, we apply penalized B-splines to model the conditional copulas of a non-simplified vine copula. We show how penalized B-splines can be used to directly estimate a conditional copula so that there is no need to extract a conditional copula from a previously fitted conditional distribution as it is the case in the kernel-based approaches of Gijbels et al. (2011) ; Veraverbeke et al. (2011) ; Gijbels et al. (2012) and Fermanian and Wegkamp (2012) . A direct model of the conditional copula is beneficial when it comes to simulations, because the extraction of a conditional copula is computationally expensive if one wants to simulate from the fitted vine copula model.
In order to tackle the curse of dimensions, we approximate a bivariate conditional copula with a vector of conditioning arguments by a bivariate conditional copula with the first principal component of the conditioning variables as the conditioning argument. Simulation studies show that our approach can outperform parametric and non-parametric simplified vine copula estimators if the null hypothesis of an unconditional copula can be rejected. Moreover, an application to two data sets demonstrates that a substantial improvement can be achieved if conditional copulas are present and modeled. To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the first effort to model a non-simplified vine copula using non-parametric methods. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses (simplified) vine copulas and conditional copulas. In Section 3 we construct an estimator for conditional copula densities using penalized B-splines. We describe the estimation of non-simplified regular vine copulas using conditional copulas in Section 4. Simulation results and two applications are presented in Section 5. A discussion in Section 6 closes the article.
3
2 Background on (simplified) vine copulas and conditional copulas Consider a continuous p-dimensional random vector X = (X 1 , . . . , X p ). Following Sklar's 1959 theorem, we can write the distribution of X as F 1:p (x 1 , . . . , x p ) = C 1:p F 1 (x 1 ), . . . , F p (x p ) , where C 1:p is the copula of X and F i is the marginal distribution of X i , i = 1, . . . , p. Assuming that X has a density f 1:p , we can express the density f 1:p using the copula density c 1:p and the marginal densities f i , i = 1, . . . , p, by f 1:p (x 1 , . . . , x p ) = c 1:p F 1 (x 1 ), . . . , F p (x p ) p j=1 f j (x j ).
Regular vine copulas (Bedford and Cooke, 2002) provide a functional decomposition of a copula into a sequence of bivariate conditional copulas. For ease of presentation, we demonstrate this decomposition by considering the so called D-vine copulas which are a subset of regular vine copulas. Let s ij = i + 1, . . . , i + j − 1, and denote u k|s ij := F k|s ij (x k |x s ij ) for k = i, i + j, with u k|s ij := u k for j = 1. The copula density c 1:p of X can be represented by
conditional copulas of the j-th tree where c i,i+j|s ij is the density of the conditional copula of (X i , X i+j ) given X s ij (Patton, 2006) with c i,i+j|s ij = c i,i+1 for j = 1. For instance, in three dimensions the copula density c 1:3 can be decomposed into
conditional copula of the second tree
where u 1|2 = F 1|2 (x 1 |x 2 ) and u 3|2 = F 3|2 (x 3 |x 2 ). Vine copulas can be considered as an ordered sequence of trees, where j refers to the number of the tree and a bivariate conditional copula C i,i+j|s ij is assigned to each of the K − j edges of tree j. The conditional copula C i,i+j|s ij in terms of Patton (2006) is defined by depends not on j+1 but only on two variables. The validity of the simplifying assumption is true for the multivariate Gaussian, Student-t and Clayton copula. However, it is not true in general (Hobaek Haff et al., 2010; Stöber et al., 2013) .
If the simplifying assumption does not hold for the dgp, a pair-copula construction that is based on bivariate unconditional copulas only approximates the underlying copula. The question which simplified vine copula optimally approximates the non-simplified vine copula is investigated in Spanhel and Kurz (2015) . In practice, pair-copula constructions are commonly estimated in a stepwise fashion, i.e., after the first tree has been estimated one continues with the estimation of the second tree and so on. The resulting best simplified vine copula approximation that results from this sequential procedure and minimizes the Kullback-Leibler divergence from the true copula is the partial vine copula (PVC). The partial vine copula consists of two-dimensional (j-1)-th order partial copulas C PVC i,i+j; s ij and its density is given by
where u
is given in Definition 4.1 in Spanhel and Kurz (2015) and
for j = 1. For instance, in three dimensions the partial vine copula is given by
and it holds that
Note that c 1:p = c PVC 1:p if the simplifying assumption holds, i.e., each conditional copula C i,i+j|s ij is equal to the corresponding (j-1)-th order partial copula C PVC i,i+j; s ij and the density of C 1:p is given by a product of p(p − 1)/2 unconditional bivariate copula densities.
Illustrating the Partial Vine Copula and the simplifying assumption
We illustrate the relation between a non-simplified vine copula and its corresponding partial vine copula with the following three-dimensional non-simplified vine copula C 1:3 which is also used for the simulation study in Section 5. Let C 12 and C 23 be Frank copulas (Nelsen, 2006 ) with Kendall's τ = 0.25 and assume that C 13|2 (·, ·|u 2 ) is given by a Frank copula such that Kendall's τ is given by τ (u 2 ) = 0.4 − 0.8u 2 . The upper left panel of Figure 1 shows Kendall's τ of the conditional copula C 13|2 as a function of u 2 . The variation of the conditional copula C 13|2 is further illustrated in the upper right and the lower left panel of Figure 1 . The upper right panel shows 1000 observations from the random vector (U 1|2 , U 3|2 ) if we condition on the event U 2 < 0.5 whereas the lower left panel shows 1000 realizations from (U 1|2 , U 3|2 ) if we condition on the opposite event U 2 > 0.5. In other words, the upper right panel shows realizations from the copula
whereas the lower left panel shows realizations from the copula
Since Kendall's τ of the conditional copula is positive for 0 ≤ u 2 < 0.5 and negative for 0.5 < u 2 ≤ 1, we observe a slightly positive dependence (τ ≈ 0.2) in the upper right panel and a slightly negative dependence (τ ≈ −0.2) in the lower left panel. If one uses the partial vine copula to approximate this dgp by a simplified vine copula, one tries to model the data given in the lower right panel of Figure 1 which shows 2000 observations from the random vector (U 1|2 , U 3|2 ).
Expressed differently, these realizations are drawn from the first-order partial copula
We see that the positive and negative dependence is averaged out and that the sample resembles a realization from the independence copula with no clear direction of dependence (τ ≈ 0). Although the partial copula C PVC 13;2 is not the independence copula, it is very close to the independence copula in terms of Kullback-Leibler divergence, so that the partial vine copula approximation of the data generating process (1) may be written as
dependence in the first tree is modeled.
Up to now, it is still unclear how appropriate the simplifying assumption is in practical applications. Although it is implausible that the simplifying assumption is strictly true in applications, it may be adequate because the distance between the partial vine copula and the data generating non-simplified vine copula is negligible. For instance, if the null hypothesis of a simplified vine copula can not be rejected, the additional effort of modeling bivariate conditional copulas may not pay off. However, if the null hypothesis of a simplified vine copula can be rejected, the approximation may not be sufficient and one could improve the modeling of the dgp by incorporating conditional copulas. Moreover, the interpretation of a partial vine copula approximation is not so clear in this case because spurious (un)conditional (in)dependencies may emerge, meaning that two random variables seem to be (un)conditionally independent when actually they are not (Spanhel and Kurz, 2015) . Therefore, we introduce a framework that tests for the simplifying assumption and accounts for the conditional copulas of a vine copula if the simplifying assumption can be rejected.
Overcoming the Curse of Dimensions
It is not useful to model all conditional copulas without imposing any restrictions. Without any constraints, a vine copula density decomposes a p-dimensional copula density c 1:p into p − j functions of j + 1 variables, where j = 1, . . . , p − 1. Thus, the conditional copula density in the last tree has the same dimensionality as c 1:p and it would be more sensible to directly estimate the p-dimensional copula density c 1:p in this case. Moreover, if one tries to consistently estimate each conditional copula C i,i+j|s ij , then one ultimately runs into the curse of dimensions. Consequently, we have to impose constraints that are weaker than the simplifying assumption but still yield a modeling framework which overcomes the curse of dimensions.
We propose to approximate a conditional copula C i,i+j|s ij (·, ·|x s ij ) with j − 1 conditioning arguments x s ij by a conditional copulaC i,i+j|u ij (·, ·|v ij ) with one conditioning argument v ij , where v ij is a function of x s ij . We follow this approach because non-parametric estimators of a bivariate conditional copula suffer greatly from the curse of dimensions if the number of conditioning arguments is larger than one (Scott, 2008; Nagler and Czado, 2016) . Once the conditional copula density has more than one conditioning argument, we use the first principal component of the j − 1 conditioning arguments x s ij as the scalar conditioning argument v ij .
To fix ideas, let k ∈ s ij and l = 1, . . . , n, where n is the size of the observed sample, so that u k,l = (n + 1)
is the standardized rank of observation x k,l . Moreover, let u k be the sample mean of u k = (u k,l ) l=1,...,n so thatũ k = u k −ū k has zero mean. Applying a principal component analysis toũ s ij = (ũ k ) k∈s ij gives the values of the first principal component (v ij,l ) l=1,...,n . The standardized ranks of the first principal component (v ij,l ) l=1,...,n are used to ap-
We use the first principal component as the scalar conditioning variable for the conditional copula, 3 Penalized B-Spline Estimation of a Conditional Copula
Density
The estimation of p-dimensional unconditional copula densities by means of penalized (hierarchical) B-splines has been investigated in Kauermann et al. (2013) . We now extend this approach to a bivariate conditional copula density with one conditioning argument. For this purpose, we consider exemplary the conditional copula C 12|3 of F 12|3 , where F 12|3 is the conditional cumulative distribution function (cdf) of (X 1 , X 2 ) given X 3 . Recall that the conditional copula density c 12|3 has to satisfy the following constraints
The first constraint ensures that the conditional copula density is non-negative while the second constraint guarantees that each marginal density is the density of the uniform distribution. Note that the second constraint implies that c 12|3 integrates to one, i.e., ∀u 3 ∈ (0, 1) :
The constraint given in (4) can be imposed by extracting the conditional copula density from the underlying conditional density using
For the extraction of a conditional copula we have to estimate the conditional densities (f 1|3 , f 2|3 , f 12|3 ) and compute the quantile functions F 2|3 must be consistent with the conditional densities f 1|3 and f 2|3 , i.e., they can not be estimated separately. Therefore, the quantile functions are evaluated by inverting the conditional cdfs F 1|3 and F 2|3 . In general, the inversion of these conditional cdfs can only be accomplished by numerical inversion methods. Thus, a repeated evaluation of the conditional copula density which is extracted from a conditional density can computationally be rather expensive. For this reason, we aim at modeling the conditional copula c 12|3 directly using a mixture of B-spline basis densities.
Sparse B-Spline Density Basis
The construction of our estimator is based on the idea to estimate (conditional) copula densities as a weighted sum of linear B-splines, constructed on a set of K equidistant knots. Let
..,K be a tuple of equidistant knots with τ 1 = 0 and τ K = 1, and φ τ k (x), x ∈ [0, 1] be a regular linear univariate B-spline normalized to be a density, i.e., φ τ k (x) dx = 1. The K-dimensional univariate B-spline density basis for u j is given by
The three-dimensional full tensor product for (u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ) follows as
and the corresponding approximation of the conditional copula density using B-splines is given by
where
are the spline basis coefficients. The goodness of the approximation depends on K which determines the dimension of the basis Φ K and therefore the number of coefficients in b. Obviously, K can not be chosen too large as the increasing amount of coefficients boosts the computational demand dramatically. 1 In order to handle the increasing amount of coefficients for increasing K, we follow Kauermann et al. (2013) and make use of Zenger's so called sparse grids (Zenger, 1991) to obtain a reduced basis to establish numerical feasibility.
To implement the approach, let the linear univariate B-spline density basis B (τ (d)) be built upon
Note that the basis
, the number of knots depend on d. The full tensor product of the corresponding B-spline basis is given by
Following the construction principle of a hierarchical B-spline basis for copula estimation in Kauermann et al. (2013) , we reduce the spline coefficients of the full tensor product in (6). To this end, we omit some knots of the full tensor product given in (6) to construct the sparse B-spline Table 1 where the dimension ofΦ (d,D) is shown for various values of d and D. The approximation of the conditional copula density using the sparse B-spline basisΦ
is given by
whereB
by the construction of the sparse B-spline basis (see (22) in Appendix A). To achieve a conditional copula density, some constraints on the coefficientsb (d,D) have to be formulated, which we discuss in the next sections.
Estimation and Penalization
To construct the likelihood for the spline coefficients b, and later on forb (d,D) , assume we observe an iid random sample
. According to (5), the log likelihood for the tensor product depending on b is then
which needs to be maximized subject to the constraints (3) and (4). The accuracy of the spline approximation in (5) improves for large K, but the corresponding fit will suffer from estimation variability due to over-parameterization of the data. We briefly present the concept of penalization used in Kauermann et al. (2013) , who impose a penalty on the spline coefficients b to achieve a smooth fit. Eilers and Marx (1996) suggest to penalize r-th order differences for the B-spline coefficients and this framework can easily be extended to the multivariate setting as shown in Marx and Eilers (2005) . Let L ∈ R (K−r)×K be a difference matrix of order r, e.g. for r = 1 we get
, and let W = diag(w 1 , . . . , w K ) be the weight matrix linking a regular B-spline basis to a B-spline density basis, i.e. w l is the integral from 0 to 1 of the l-th regular B-spline. By means of L we can now penalize differences in neighbouring spline coefficients and define the penalty matrix P = W L ⊤ LW , see also Wand and Ormerod (2008) and Ruppert et al. (2003) . This penalty applies only to a single dimension. To achieve smoothness of the fitted copula density for all variables, we use the Kronecker product yielding the entire penalty matrix P(λ) = λ 3 j=1 P j , where
l=1 is the component-by-component tensor product (with
The coefficient λ is the penalty parameter which needs to be selected in a data driven manner, as discussed later. Incorporating the penalty into the log-likelihood gives the penalized log-likelihood
which is maximized for given λ with respect to b. Note that λ determines the amount of smoothness for the fitted coefficients and setting λ = 0 gives the usual ML estimate without any penalty.
The penalized log-likelihood (9) is now reformulated by replacing the B-spline basis in (5) with their hierarchical representation inΦ
) −1 b denotes the corresponding spline coefficient vector for the hierarchical basis
The penalized log-likelihood (9) as a function of the coefficients of the hierarchical B-spline basisb (d) takes the form
where the log-likelihood is defined as
Furthermore, we define the penalty matrixP(λ) = λ 3 j=1P j with
Finally, the penalized log-likelihood using a sparse B-spline basis equals
with obvious definition forl
matrix extracting the corresponding columns of the full penalty matrix according tob
Constraints on the Parameters
We have to formulate constraints on the coefficient vectorb
in (7) becomes a conditional copula density. The first marginal density of c 12|3 (u 1 , u 2 |u 3 ) (see (4)) follows as
. To guarantee that the first marginal density is one, we impose the following constraint on the spline coefficients evaluated at the knots τ (d)
Note that (11) yields linear constraints forb (d,D) which are easy to implement. Identical calculations are done for the second marginal density of c 12|3 (u 1 , u 2 |u 3 ) which is given by
To ensure that the density is non-negative we impose that
holds at the knots locations of the sparse B-spline density basis.
Selection of the Penalty Parameter
The penalty parameter λ in (10) needs to be selected adequately, that is the selection should be driven based on the data at hand. We borrow results from the spline smoothing literature and comprehend the penalty as normal prior, which is imposed on the spline coefficient vector (see e.g. Wahba (1985) , Stein (1990) or Efron (2001) . The idea has been extended to penalized spline estimation presented in Ruppert et al. (2003) and is being used here as well. To do so we adopt a Bayesian viewpoint and comprehend the penalty as parameter of 'a priori' normal distribution on the spline coefficient such thatb
whereP − denotes the (generalized) inverse of the penalty matrixP (D) . The penalty parameter now plays the role of a (hyper) parameter in the prior distribution which can be estimated by maximizing the resulting likelihood. As sketched in Kauermann and Schellhase (2014) for estimations of bivariate copula density, we construct the estimating equation for a newλ usinĝ
where the smoothing matrix S(λ) and the construction of (14) are explained in Appendix B.
Apparently, both sides of equation (14) depend on λ but an iterative solution is possible by fixing λ on the right hand side in (14), update λ on the left hand side and iterate this step by updating the right hand side of (14). This estimation scheme yields the so called REML estimate and has been suggested in generalized linear mixed models by Schall (1991) . For penalized spline
smoothing Wood (2011) shows that the selection of smoothing parameter λ based in the mixed model approach behaves superior to AIC selected values.
Practical Implementation
The constraints (11) and (12) can be accommodated as side conditions in a quadratic programming optimization routine to maximize the likelihood given in (10). For this purpose, we make use of the quadprog package in R. The starting values forb (d,D) are chosen such that the resulting copula density is the density of the independence copula and the initial value of λ is set to a moderate size. In each step we estimate new coefficientsb (d,D) , keeping λ fixed and then refit λ using (14).
This estimation scheme is repeated until convergence. We discuss in Appendix C the computing time of our approach and present the results in Table 3 .
4 Estimation of Vine Copulas Dißmann et al. (2013) propose a selection algorithm that seeks to capture most of the dependence in the first couple of trees. We follow this approach and use the corrected Akaike information criterion (cAIC) as edge weight to find the corresponding minimum spanning tree. Therefore, we estimate all p 2 bivariate unconditional copula densities c ij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ p. The resulting maximized log-likelihood value of a copula is denoted byl
For each copula, we calculate the corrected Akaike information criterion (cAIC) (Hurvich and Tsai (1989) )
where df(λ) are the equivalent degrees of freedom of the model defined by
, λ) denotes the second-order partial derivative of the penalized log-likelihood
, λ) (9) with respect tob (d,D) , see also Appendix B. The first tree is chosen such that the sum of the cAIC values is minimized and the corresponding minimum spanning tree is found.
From the second tree on we repeat these steps and construct the minimum spanning tree from the set of trees that are possible in a tree of a regular vine. We consider three different nonparametric estimators for the building blocks of the vine copula. The first estimator 'SimpA' has been proposed in Kauermann and Schellhase (2014) for estimating p-dimensional copulas and uses unconditional copulas as building blocks for a simplified vine copula model, i.e., for a D-vine we obtain the densityĉ
whereĉ i,i+j; s ij is an estimator for the density of the j-th order partial copula of F i,i+j|s ij (see Spanhel and Kurz, 2015) . Thus, this estimator estimates the density of the partial vine copula of C 1:p . The second estimator 'Cond', assuming that the vine structure is a D-vine, is given bŷ
whereĉ i,i+j|v ij is an estimator for the bivariate conditional copula with the standardized ranks of the first principal component of U s ij as conditioning variable (see Section 2). The third estimator 'Test' only estimates a conditional copula if the simplifying assumption is rejected for a particular edge of the vine copula. That is, from the second tree on, we test whether the simplifying assumption is adequate for a conditional copula using a 5% significance level. In particular, if the vine structure is a D-vine, the hypotheses for the i-th copula in the j-th tree, j ≥ 2, are given by
is the partial copula of C i,i+j|s ij . Note that the non-simplified vine copula estimator provides estimates for the unknown conditional cdfs F i|s ij and F i+j|s ij so that pseudo-observations from the i-th copula in the j-th tree are available. In order to test whether the conditional copula C i,i+j|s ij collapses to its partial copula C p i,i+j; s ij , we apply the testing procedure proposed by Kurz and Spanhel (2016) for which a R-Package pacotest is in preparation.
Consequently, the estimator 'Test' approximates a D-vine copula bŷ (17)) if the simplifying assumption is rejected andc i,i+j|v ij =ĉ i,i+j; s ij (see (16)) if the simplifying assumption can not be rejected. The entire procedure is implemented in the R package pencopulaCond to be provided on the CRAN server (http://cran.r-project.org/ ).
Simulations and Application
In order to investigate the performance of our non-parametric estimators for non-simplified regular vine copulas, we conduct an extensive simulation study. For that purpose, we generate N = 100 data sets of sample size n = 500 and n = 2000 for three-and five-dimensional distributions, which are later explained in Section 5.1. Throughout the simulation study, we estimate copula densities with a varying degree d, which determines the amount of univariate knots, and different maximum cumulated hierarchy levels, which determine the amount of sparsity, see Table 1 for an overview.
In the following, D 2 and D 3 refer to the maximum cumulated hierarchy levels that are used for the estimation of a bivariate unconditional copula density (two-dimensional function) and a bivariate conditional copula density (three-dimensional function), respectively. We use the three non-parametric vine copula estimators 'Test', 'Cond', and 'SimpA', defined in Section 4, and the R-package VineCopula (Schepsmeier et al. (2016) ) to estimate a parametric vine copula. The functions of the R-package VineCopula are used to select the vine structure and the parametric copula families. To mitigate the possibility of finding a local maximum, we start our copula estimations with three different starting values for λ and choose the estimation with the lowest cAIC. During the main part of the simulations, the results for the different starting values for λ are nearly identical or comparable.
In order to assess the out-of-sample performance, we simulate n new observations from the un-derlying p-dimensional copula family and evaluate the out-of-sample log-likelihood and the average out-of-sample KL divergence which is given by
where c 1:p is the true copula density andĉ 1:p is the density that was estimated using the observations (u 1,i , . . . , u p,i ) i=1,...,n .
Description of the Examples
In three dimensions, we generate data sets from non-simplified vine copulas to analyze the performance of our estimator for non-simplified vine copulas. The first example is given by
where C ) are Frank copulas with Kendall's τ equal to 0.25. The conditional copula C 1,3|2 in the second tree is given by a bivariate Frank copula such that Kendall's τ depends on u 2 . We use the following linear and quadratic functions to construct the variation of the conditional copula:
where β = {0.2, 0.4, 0.6}. We present plots of these functions for Kendell's τ in Figure 5 . Thus, we consider six scenarios altogether.
Additionally, we investigate the performance of our estimator in three dimensions for an equally weighted mixture of two normal distributions with cdf given by
where Φ 1:p (·, µ, Σ) denotes the cdf of the p-dimensional normal distribution with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ and
In five dimensions, we analyze the performance for the following five-dimensional non-simplified vine copula 
which is a straight forward generalization of (18) to the five-dimensional case. In the first tree we choose τ 1,2 = τ 2,3 = τ 3,4 = τ 4,5 = 0.25. The variation of Kendall's τ and therefore the conditional copulas in the higher trees is specified by Simulations from all non-simplified vine copulas are performed using algorithm 17 in Joe (2015) .
Moreover, we investigate results for a equally weighted mixtures of two five-dimensional normal distributions with cdf given by
Results for the three-dimensional Examples
To illustrate the results, we present in Figure 6 box plots of the differences KL non−par − KL par , where KL non−par is the out-of-sample KL divergence of a non-parametric estimation ('SimpA', 'Cond' or 'Test') and KL par is the out-of-sample KL divergence of the parametric estimation 'VineCopula' for the three-dimensional non-simplified vine copulas. The length of the whiskers is chosen such that the whiskers cover 95% of the differences, i.e., if the value zero is not contained within the whiskers, the difference between the out-of-sample KL divergences is significant at the 5% level. The boxes containing results of the 'Test' estimation are plotted in blue, while the results of the 'Cond' estimation are illustrated in pink and the boxes with results of the 'Simp' estimation are presented in green. The box plots of KL non−par − KL par thus visualize the finite-sample distribution of Vuong's closeness test if the procedure is applied to out-of-sample data. 2 We first consider for both cases (a) and (b) the setup β = 0.2 which corresponds to a minor variation of the conditional copula. Indeed, the null hypothesis that the simplifying assumption holds is not always rejected if the sample size is low (n = 500) which can be seen from the fact that the estimators 'Cond' and 'Test' are not not always identical. We also observe that the imposed estimation of conditional copula for the estimator 'Cond' does not yield a significantly better model for both cases (a) and (b). That is because the conditional copula is very close to the partial copula and so the difference between the partial vine copula and the data generating copula is rather negligible.
However, if the sample size is increased to n = 2000 observations, the null hypothesis that the simplifying assumption is true is much more often rejected and the conditional copula can be more accurately estimated. As a result, the estimator 'Cond' and 'Test' perform significantly better than the parametric estimator VineCopula for case (b). The variation of the conditional copula seems to be harder to detect for case (a), implying that the estimators 'Cond' and 'Test' are not always identical. Only the estimator 'Cond' is significantly better than the parametric estimator but the estimator 'Test' is pretty close to being significantly better. Note that the non-parametric estimator 'SimpA' is statistically not distinguishable from the parametric simplified vine copula estimator 'VineCopula'. Thus, the reduction in the out-of-sample KL divergence that we observe for the estimators 'Test' and 'Cond' can be attributed to the modeling of the conditional copula in the second tree.
We now address the cases (a) and (b) when β = 0.4. This setup corresponds to a moderate variation of the conditional copula which is comparable to the variation that has empirically been estimated in Gijbels et al. (2011) . For setup (a) we see that the estimator 'Cond' performs significantly better in terms of out-of-sample KL divergence than the parametric vine copula estimator, even if the sample size is low. For a small sample size (n = 500) the null hypothesis that the sim-2 We do not use the asymptotic normal distribution of Vuong's test because both over-rejection and underrejection can be severe when the competing models contain a rather large number of parameters, see Shi (2015) .
Moreover, we use an out-of-sample version of Vuong's test because the in-sample version does not account for the number of parameters.
plifying assumption is true is not always rejected. Consequently, the estimator 'Test' collapses to the estimator 'SimpA' in these cases. Since the estimator 'SimpA' is comparable to the parametric estimator, the estimator 'Test' is thus not significantly better for small sample sizes, although the out-of-sample KL divergence is much lower. However, the estimator 'Test' yields a significantly lower out-of-sample KL divergence if the sample size is increased to n = 2000 observations and the simplifying assumption is always rejected. For setup (b) we see that, for both sample sizes, the estimator 'Cond' and 'Test' are always identical and that the variation of the conditional copula is always detected by the testing procedure of Kurz and Spanhel (2016) . Moreover, the estimator 'Cond' and 'Test' yield a substantially lower out-of-sample KL divergence which is also highly significant even for small sample sizes. Additionally, we observe decreasing values of KL non−par with a larger basis size, which is in line with the expected performance.
A qualitatively similar picture emerges for the case β = 0.6 which corresponds to a rather strong variation of the conditional copula.
3 For the setup (a) and a small sample size, the variation of the conditional copula is not detected in about 7% of the cases. As a consequence, the estimator 'Test'
does not perform significantly better than the parametric or non-parametric simplified vine copula estimators 'SimpA' and 'VineCopula'. Nonetheless, the median of the out-of-sample KL divergence is substantially lower and the estimator 'Cond', which always model a conditional copula, performs significantly better. If the sample size is increased to n = 2000 observations, the results of the estimators 'Cond' and 'Test' coincide and are significantly better than the results of the simplified vine copula estimators. The violation of the simplifying assumption is always detected in setup (b). In addition, we also observe a remarkable decrease in the out-of-sample KL divergence if the conditional copula is estimated which is highly significant even for a small sample size. Thus, the modeling of a conditional copula leads to a substantially lower out-of-sample KL divergence if the null hypothesis of a partial copula in the second tree and therefore the simplifying assumption can be strongly rejected.
4
The results for the three-dimensional mixture of normal distributions are plotted in the top row 3 Note that β could be increased up to the value of one, so that the rather strong variation for β = 0.6 is by far not the strongest possible variation. 4 We also present tables with all results in the supplementary material. Table 1 in the supplementary material show the simulation results for the three-dimensional non-simplified vine copulas for the scenario case (a) while Table 2 in the supplementary material presents the results for case (b), where the lowest mean of the out-of-sample KL divergence measure for the non-parametric estimations 'Test' is set in bold.
of Figure 8 . The non-parametric estimator 'SimpA', which approximates conditional copulas by unconditional copulas, performs similarly with a little improvement as compared to the parametric estimator 'VineCopula' in terms of out-of-sample KL divergence. Modeling the conditional copula in the second tree of the three-dimensional normal mixture ('Cond' and 'Test') greatly reduces the out-of-sample KL divergence and results in a significantly better model even if the sample size is n = 500. Note that the simplifying assumption is always rejected in the second tree of this example so that the estimators 'Cond' and 'Test' are identical. Increasing the sample size to n = 2000 only slightly improves the performance of the non-parametric simplified vine copula estimator 'SimpA' as compared to 'VineCopula'. In contrast, the out-of-sample KL divergence is much more reduced by applying the non-parametric estimators 'Cond' and 'Test'. Thus, if the null hypothesis of the validity of the simplifying assumption is strongly rejected, our proposed approach yields a substantial improvement. The estimated conditional copula density is illustrated in Figure   9 and an animated picture is provided in the supplementary material. 
Results for the five-dimensional Examples
The box plots of the KL differences are plotted in Figure 7 for the example given in (20) and for the normal mixture given in (21) at the bottom of Figure 8 . The results for the non-simplified vine copulas in five dimensions are similar to the three-dimensional case. For all sample sizes and values of β, it is still more difficult to detect the violation of the simplifying assumption for case (a), so that the estimators 'Cond' and 'Test' are often not identical for this case. Thus, although the median of the out-of-sample KL divergence difference is much smaller, the estimator 'Test' is not significantly better than the parametric estimator 'VineCopula' for the case (a) with β = 0.2, 0.4 and a small sample size. Increasing the sample size to n = 2000 leads to a further decrease in the median of the out-of-sample KL divergence difference and the difference is now highly significant for both estimators 'Cond' and 'Test'. For case (b) we see that for all sample sizes and values of β the estimators 'Cond' and 'Test' are almost identical and perform significantly better than the simplified vine copula estimators 'SimpA' and 'VineCopula'. As expected, the improvement increases the more β and thus the variation of the conditional copulas increases. Even for a moderate variation of the conditional copulas, i.e., β = 0.4, the modeling of the three conditional copulas results in a substantial reduction of the out-of-sample KL divergence.
The box plots at the bottom in Figure 8 show that the parametric and the non-parametric estimator of the simplified vine copula model perform equally well for the five-dimensional normal mixture and both sample sizes. There is no significant difference in the out-of-sample KL divergences for n = 500. Increasing the sample size to n = 2000 does also not result in a significant difference in the KL divergences of 'SimpA' and 'VineCopula'. On the contrary, the estimators 'Cond' and 'Test' both yield a substantially lower out-of-sample KL divergence which is highly significant even for small sizes (n = 500). Since the simplifying assumption is also almost always rejected for each conditional copula, this is consistent with the fact that the variation in the conditional copulas is not negligible. Increasing the sample size to n = 2000 observations further increases the substantial difference between the out-of-sample KL divergence of 'Cond' or 'Test' and the parametric simplified vine copula model 'VineCopula'. Consequently, the consideration of conditional copulas may result in a remarkable performance improvement if the partial vine copula does not yield an adequate approximation. 
Application: Classifying Eye State
Classification tasks of high dimensional data have been considered in many aspects. We present an example based on the EEG Eye State Data Set from the UCI Machine Learning Repository. 7 The data set consists of 14 EEG variables with 14980 observations, which have been measured using an Emotiv EEG Neuroheadset. We denote these variables by X. Additionally, there is an indicator for the corresponding eye state with the states eye-closed (1) or eye-opened (0). We separate the data set into a training-and an evaluation set, selecting the first 66% data points as training set and the rest as evaluation set. We focus on the classification of the eye-opened state (0) using a Bayes classifier. Letf (0) andf (1) be the densities of the 14 EEG variables if the class is (0) or (1) that have been estimated using the training data set. The posterior probability for the evaluation 6 Table 3 in the supplementary material show the simulation results for the five-dimensional non-simplified vine copulas for the scenario case (a) while Table 4 in the supplementary material presents the results for case (b), where the lowest mean of the out-of-sample KL divergence measure for the non-parametric estimations 'Test' is set in bold. 7 https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/EEG+Eye+State data set that the class is (0) is then given by
where π (0) and π (1) are the prior probabilities of the classes. For simplicity, we assume π (0) = π (1) = 0.5. For the estimation off (0) andf (1) we combine the estimation of marginal densities with the estimation of regular (simplified) vine copulas.
To obtain the data for the vine copulas, we estimate the marginal distributions of the 14 EEG values by the standard kernel density estimator kde in the R package ks (see Duong (2016) ).
The bandwidth is chosen by the plug-in bandwidth selector hpi (see Wand and Jones (1995) ) and then doubled to improves the performance of the estimator in areas of low density mass. We estimate the partial vine copula using the estimator 'SimpA' from the simulation section with d = 3, D 2 = 6 (simp d=3) and also consider the estimator 'kdevine' (see Nagler and Czado (2016)) which estimates the partial vine copula non-parametrically based on kernel techniques. Moreover, we apply the parametric vine copula estimator VineCopula to obtain a simplified vine copula. As non-simplified vine copula estimator we use the estimator 'Test' from the simulation section with
Note that all estimators consist 91 (un)conditional copulas.
We evaluate the fitted densities using the remaining evaluation data set. Usually, a fitted posterior probability above α = 0.5 would indicate the class (0). Varying the value α allows to control the number of observations classified as (0) and (1) and influences the false positive rate (FDR) and the true positive rate (TPR). The FPR is the ratio between the number of false positives, that is, the number of (1) events classified as (0), divided by the total number of all negative (1) events, while the TRP is the ratio between number of true positive events, that is, (0) events classified as (0), divided by the total number of (0) events. Figure 10 presents the resulting receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves, which plot the FPR against the TPR, for α ∈ [0, 1]
and for the considered four estimators.
First of all, we see that the non-parametric partial vine copula estimators 'SimpA' and 'kdevine' perform better than the parametric estimator VineCopula, indicating that the parametric copula families do not provide an adequate fit for the pair-copula of the partial vine copula. The estimators 'SimpA' and 'kdevine' perform very similarly if the FPR is below 10%, but if the FPR is above 10% the estimator 'SimpA' yields a slightly better TPR. The best performance is obtained with the non-simplified estimator 'Test', which exhibits the best TPR for any FPR. Especially if the FRP is between 5% and 40%, the TPR is substantially increased by up to 22%. The major reason is that the estimator 'Test' rejects the simplifying assumption for the training data set for class (0) in 57 of 91 cases and for class (1) in 68 of 91 cases. As a result, there is a substantial improvement compared to the simplified vine copula estimators.
Application: Uranium Data Set
We illustrate the potential gains of a non-simplified vine copula density estimation using the seven-dimensional uranium data set included in the R package copula and originally introduced by R. Dennis Cook (1986) . The data set contains 655 observations which measure the log-concentration of 7 chemicals in water samples from the Montrose quadrangle of western Colorado. This particular data set is often discussed in articles related to copulas, see for instance Gijbels et al. (2012) or Killiches et al. (2016) who both investigate the simplifying assumption for three-dimensional subsets. Both studies detect that a non-simplified vine copula improves the fit of the data subset.
For the first time, we now estimate a non-simplified vine copula model for the complete sevendimensional uranium data set and investigate if conditional copulas are also present in the higher trees of the vine copula.
We use the standardized ranks to estimate the marginal distributions and obtain pseudo- vine copula, we also estimate a parametric regular vine copula using the R-package VineCopula.
The fitted log-likelihood values and the number of conditional copulas are reported in Table 2 . We see that the estimator 'Test' rejects in 6 of 15 cases the null hypothesis that the partial copula equals the conditional copula and thus indicates a violation of the simplifying assumption for many building blocks of the vine copula. The number of estimated conditional copula densities increases the log-likelihood compared to the parametric approach by up to 15 % and demonstrates the improvement that can be gained if a non-parametric non-simplified vine copula estimator is applied.
We propose the first non-parametric estimator of a non-simplified regular vine copula that features varying conditional copulas. The use of a reduced hierarchical B-spline basis allows us to maintain numerical feasibility and to directly estimate conditional copulas. Since non-parametric estimators suffer greatly from the curse of dimensionality, we approximate the conditioning vector by a monotone function of its first principal component. This approach results in a computationally fast approximation of the conditional copula and performs well in the considered simulations and the two applications. The simulation study shows that the modeling of conditional copulas can yield a substantial decrease in the out-of-sample KL divergence if the null hypothesis of the simplifying assumption can be often rejected. Another result of the simulation study that we want to stress is that a non-simplified vine copula estimator does not, a priori, result in an improvement.
If the data generating non-simplified vine copula and its partial vine copula are rather close, the simplifying assumption might not be rejected and the modeling of conditional copulas does not result in a significant improvement. This is quite similarly to the case of regression. We can not
argue that an additive model is always superior to a linear model when it comes to out-of-sample prediction, it depends on to what extent non-linearities are present. The same argument holds for the estimation of vine copulas. Indeed, if the simplifying assumption can not be rejected, the estimator 'Test' collapses to an estimator of the partial vine copula. However, if the simplifying assumption can be rejected, the estimator 'Cond' and the estimator 'Test' are identical and their application can result in a significant and substantial decrease of the out-of-sample KL divergence.
The application of the non-parametric simplified vine copula estimator demonstrated that the simplifying assumption might be not valid in applications and that the modeling of the conditional copula is worth pursuing. The TPR of the eye state can be substantially increased for a given FPR as compared to partial vine copula estimators if conditional copulas are modeled. Moreover, the analysis of the seven-dimensional uranium data set confirmed the evidence that was previously found for three-dimensional subsets. Namely, that the simplifying assumption is not adequate for this data set and that the modeling of conditional copulas improves the out-of-sample loglikelihood. All in all, the paper presents the first step in estimating a non-simplified vine copula model non-parametrically and illustrates potential gains that can be achieved by the modeling of conditional copulas. More sophisticated approaches along the lines of Hall and Yao (2005) that reduce the dimension of the conditioning vector are left open for further research.
and the corresponding approximation of the conditional copula density is given by
For l = 2, we get I 2 = {2, 4}, τ (2) = (0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1), and
To overcome the exponential increase in the number of spline coefficients, we use a threedimensional sparse B-spline basis which reduces the dimension by deleting the columns from the full tensor product basis whose cumulated hierarchy level exceeds D, where d ≤ D ≤ 3d. The cumulated hierarchy level of the full tensor product basis is defined as follows. For α ∈ R 1×n and β ∈ R 1×q , define the l-th element of (
, where ⌈·⌉ is the ceil function. Note that the operation ⊕ is associative. Recall that the k-th element ofẽ identifies the hierarchy level of the k-th column ofB (τ (d) ) (u j ), so that the l-th element of ǫ =ẽ ⊕ẽ ⊕ẽ ∈ R 1×K 3 denotes the cumulated hierarchy level of the l-th column of the hierarchical Figure 4 presents the placements of the knots for the full tensor product of B-splines and the sparse B-spline basis for d = 2. The corresponding spline coefficients are given byb
B Marginal Likelihood
The prior (13) is degenerated, which needs to be corrected as follows. For simplicity, we write b :=b (d,D) in this section. We decompose b into the two components b ∼ and b ⊥ , respectively, such that b ∼ is a normally distributed random vector with non degenerated variance and b ⊥ contains the remaining components treated as parameters, see also Wand and Ormerod (2008) .
Applying a singular value decomposition we haveP 
The integral can be approximated by a Laplace approximation (see also Rue et al. (2009) )
whereb denotes the penalized maximum likelihood estimate. We can now differentiate (25) with respect to λ which gives
and
pen (b, λ) denotes the second-order partial derivative of (10) with respect tob, i.e.,
C Computing Time
We present some computing times, defined as elapsed time on the system, measured by R on a machine with an Intel Core i7-2600 CPU @3.40Ghz x 4 using R.3.3.1 on Linux Mint 17.2 (64-bit).
Therefore, we take the first ten data set of the three-dimensional non-simplified vine-copulas and the five-dimensional non-simplified vine-copulas form our simulation study, each in case (b) with β = 0.6 for both sample sizes n = 500 and n = 2000. Computing time is measured for i) bivariate unconditional copula densities c 12 for the first two marginal arguments from the selected data, ii) bivariate conditional copula densities c 12|3 with one conditioning argument and iii) the estimation of the non-simplified vine copula. The computing times are realized with one starting value of λ. Choosing three starting values for each copula estimation as in the simulation study increases the computing time linearly. See Table 3 for the results. The five-dimensional non-simplified vine copulas are computed in approximately 3 to 7 minutes, depending on the basis size and sample size, while the computing time for a three-dimensional non-simplified vine-copula is less than one minute. It might seem counterintuitive that the computing time decreases if the sample size increases from n = 500 to n = 2000 observations. That is because less iteration steps in the quadratic programming are required. Figure 6: Box plots of the differences KL non−par − KL par for three-dimensional non-simplified vine copulas. KL non−par is the out-of-sample KL divergence of a non-parametric estimation ('SimpA', 'Cond' or 'Test') and KL par is the out-of-sample KL divergence of the parametric estimation using the VineCopula package. Blue refers to the estimator 'Test', pink corresponds to the estimator 'Cond' and green refers to the estimator 'SimpA'. The whiskers cover 95% of the data. Figure 7: Box plots of the differences KL non−par − KL par for five-dimensional non-simplified vine copulas. KL non−par is the out-of-sample KL divergence of a non-parametric estimation ('SimpA', 'Cond' or 'Test') and KL par is the out-of-sample KL divergence of the parametric estimation using the VineCopula package. Blue refers to the estimator 'Test', pink corresponds to the estimator 'Cond' and green refers to the estimator 'SimpA'. The whiskers cover 95% of the data. Table 2 : Log-likelihood values of fitted regular vine copulas for Uranium data set using (a) the estimator 'Test', (b) the estimator 'SimpA' and (c) the parametric estimator 'VineCopula'.
Type Basis Log-likelihood Number Cond. Copula Table 3 : Mean elapsed computing time in seconds (standard deviation) for i) bivariate unconditional copula densities, ii) bivariate conditional copula densities with one conditioning argument and iii) the estimation of the whole simplified and non-simplified vine copulas with 'Test' estimator.
Measured for N = 10 runs. 
